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At that moment, Michael stretched his slender legs and enjoyed his beloved
wife’s leg massage. Sophia lifted his legs onto her knees, on which she kneaded
and rolled them, appearing to be working as his ‘nanny’.

Olivia silently cursed, What a busybody nanny! At the same time, she mediated
the situation between Natasha and Michael with a smile. “Taylor, it’s my fault this
time for making that bad plan. If you want to blame someone, please blame me.
Don’t blame it on Natasha. She’s still young and naive after all.”

Trying hard to shoulder the blame, Olivia slickly attempted to find the point of
balance when dealing with Natasha and Michael; she had to be on their good
sides and try to matchmake them. “I know you’re angry and that I have done
something wrong. Taylor, could you forgive me?”

As she spoke, she even tugged at his sleeve, pouting her lips to act cute. It was
a pity that her looks were not born for those expressions, which resulted in an
uncomfortable sight.

Sophia pinched Michael on his leg while saying, “Alright, alright. Taylor has truly
forgiven the two of you. He’s still resting. Stop bothering him.”

Unfortunately, Olivia and Natasha were determined to stay put until Michael
finally talked to them. Then, Natasha pitifully bit her lower lip and almost sobbed.
“Taylor, are you unwilling to forgive me? I’m sorry… I didn’t intend to upset you…”

Standing there firmly, she seemed to have come to a hard decision as she
uttered, “Taylor, in order to be forgiven by you, I’m willing to do anything!”



She’s acting pitiful! Hah! Sophia was the most skilled at handling those ‘innocent
cutie-pies’ who were acting pitifully. Thus, she blasted Natasha first. “Since you
know that you’re in the wrong, why are you still standing here doing nothing?
Because of you, Taylor is being criticized all over the Internet and he has lost
quite an amount of fans. Everyone is saying that he uses women and abandons
them, and that he’s an adulterous jerk. That’s all thanks to you!”

Turning to Olivia, Sophia snapped, “And you, Olivia, are you touched in the
head? As Taylor’s cousin, you should have known that he’s married. Why would
you have Natasha wear something that exposing like she’s a mistress and have
her dance around him? What was your intention?”

Sophia didn’t stop there at all. “Did you both think that Taylor’s trending too
much? That he’s too popular already? So that’s why you two decided to create a
scandal to reduce his popularity? I’m begging you, Natasha, for Taylor’s future
prospect, please leave and never show up in front of him again. Once someone
takes a photo of you two and uploads it online, Taylor’s reputation will be
damaged. Shoo, shoo! Stop standing here! Don’t you know what it means to
keep a safe distance? If you do, just leave now!”

After Sophia’s long speech, Natasha’s face changed from beet red to a ghastly
pale shade. No matter how angry she felt, she could not reveal her emotions.
With much difficulty, she had to act in accordance to her socialite persona and
maintain her dignity in front of her idol. Pouting and stomping, she urged, “Taylor,
why aren’t you saying a thing?”

“My apologies. Your idol can’t speak to you now. Once he speaks to you, I’m sure
you can imagine what the press would write for tomorrow’s news articles. It’s still
a very sensitive time now. Taylor’s image as an idol has just recovered slightly, so
it’s impossible for him to talk to you now. Your idol has truly forgiven you. You can
really leave. If not, you’re going to create more trouble for him.”

As for Michael, he was still pretending to be fast asleep as if he could not sense
the three women surrounding him. Exploding in anger, Olivia thought, Where is
this ignorant b*tch from? Even if she’s going to act out, she should not stand in



the way of Taylor marrying into wealth! Taylor must marry into the Mitchell Family;
he has to lift the status of the entire Murray Family along with his marriage!

Natasha was the only daughter of the leader of the Mitchell Group. Although she
was shy of eighteen, she already had a net worth of billions, a proof of Alex
Mitchell’s love for his daughter.

“Watch your mouth, nanny! When your employers are talking, you have no right
to interfere. Get lost!” Olivia kept her words sufficiently sharp, but not to the point
of being rude, so that she wouldn’t be hated by Taylor and at the same time, so
that he would drive Sophia away. Surprisingly, Sophia was unaffected at all. “My
employers? My only employer is Taylor and he never asks me to shut up!”

Olivia turned to look at Michael, who seemed to be asleep. She shook him gently.
“Taylor, say something. Your nanny is too insolent!”

Michael showed no response and continued to pretend that he was asleep. His
tacit approval was the green light for Sophia to go even further. When she saw
Olivia’s desperation to prove her loyalty to Natasha, she caught on to a clue, so
she said, “Olivia, Taylor doesn’t mean to ignore you. Now, every word he says to
you could be sensationalized by the press.”

While addressing Olivia, she nudged Michael as well. “The other leg, please.”
Upon hearing that, the ‘fast-asleep’ Michael moved a little and swapped the other
leg onto Sophia’s knees. While Sophia was massaging his leg, she took the
chance to lecture Olivia in front of Natasha. Switching to a different perspective,
she added, “The birthday incident irritated Madam as well. Think about it; her
man had received a love confession from a scantily dressed young girl who was
practically lap dancing to him, and the news was spread across the country. How
would she feel?”

Lap dancing… When Natasha heard Sophia’s degrading description of her
genuine efforts for Taylor, the veins on her forehead throbbed in fury and her
hands were fidgeting hard at the hem of her dress.



Olivia was unaffected by Sophia’s words at all. How could that old housewife at
Taylor’s place even compare herself to the wealthy Natasha? It’s best if Taylor
divorces that woman right away to marry Natasha!

However, what came next caught Olivia’s attention. Sophia stated, “Even before
Madam got married, she had been the daughter of a wealthy family and had a
net worth of tens of billions. Her dad was an elite here and abroad. Those
successful and handsome bachelors who were pursuing her could line up all the
way from here to Bayside City. Madam is a very influential person, but after your
scandal, you made it hard for Taylor to face her at home!”

Sophia secretly counted and confirmed that the wealth left to her by Cooper
Mitchell amounted to tens of billions after currency conversion. If that was the
case, she could be labeled as a billionaire and one of the influential people in
Bayside City as well. There was nothing wrong at all!

After Olivia heard the description by Sophia, she was dumbfounded. Does that
old housewife really have a net worth of tens of billions? Isn’t that more than
Natasha? Is Taylor’s wife’s family more prestigious than the Mitchells?

Feeling anxious, she totally forgot about Natasha’s presence and asked Sophia
with concern, “What’s her background?”

At the mention of that topic, Sophia glanced at Natasha before raising her pitch
and proudly claiming, “Well, if we want to talk about Madam’s background…
She’s from a really influential family!”

Natasha sneered; she wanted to understand what was the background of
Taylor’s wife. It’s impossible that she’s wealthier than me!

Under Olivia’s concerned and intense stare, Sophia started to describe her
‘Madam’. “Madam’s family has strong connections overseas. In Bayside City,
they’re merely a new power. Their influence stretches all over the world and
they’re honored guests of the monarchies of many countries.”



Without going deeper, her remark of having ‘strong connections overseas’ was
enough for Natasha to start guessing. Then, she continued to bluff, “Back in the
days, Madam passed up the opportunity to marry into royalty for Taylor. It took
Taylor a lot of effort to win Madam over. She married him with a net worth of
billions and she even used her connections to help with Taylor’s career, ensuring
that he would have a smooth progression in the industry.”

At this point, Sophia was sure that Olivia must have gotten the hint. Stop with
your rubbish matchmaking; your cousin has married into wealth and turned into a
kept man!


